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Friedmanian cosmology with multiply connected spatial sections allows mul-
tiple images of cosmic sources, in particular of the Galaxy itself. This
is illustrated with a specific example of a closed hyperbolic model and a
brief mention of a spherical model. Such images may eventually become ob-
servable (or recognized as such), thus providing a new test of reiativis-
tic cosmology.

1 . INTRODUCTION

It has been known for some time 1'2 that all Friedman-Robertson-Walker(FRW)
cosmologies admit closed three-manifolds as hypersurfaces of simultaneity E =
£"{U-. For null or negative spatial curvature K these Is necessarily have
multiply connected topology, and for K > 0 all but I » S are multiply connect-
ed. This fact gives rise to the possibility of multiple images of cosmic
sources such as galaxies and quasars - see, for example, Ellis2 , Sokolov and
Shvartsman', Fagundes4, and Fang and Sato5.

The author has been investigating the idea that multiple images in con-
junction may account for the apparent physical associations of galaxies and
quasars with discordant redshifts6. Here I shall discuss another intriguing
consequence of closed topology, especially for hyperbolic Friedman models (but
see Sec. 4 below). It is the prediction that, if the'fundamental cell' asso-
ciated with I has not too large dimensions, then we shoud be able to see sev-
eral images of our galaxy and of the Local Group of galaxies in different points
of the sky.

The sketched mathematical techniques are related to those of Ref. 6.

2 . CLOSED HYPERBOLIC MANIFOLDS

A closed hyperbolic manifold (CHM) I 1s obtained from a fundamental poly-
~hedron P in hyperbolic space B3, with faces pairwise Identified2. (But see al-
so Thurston7.) The dimensions of P.and hence of I .are constrained by Bolyai*
Lobatchevsky geometry and by the condition of local homogeneity. The fundamental

*Work partially supported by the Brazilian agencies Financiadora de Estudos e
Projetos (FINEP) and Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnoló-
gico (CNPq).
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group TC^I) is isomorphic to a Kieinian group (~. The latter generates a

tesselation of ff3 into cells which are replicas of p 8 ' 9 , so that Z is isomet-

r ic to S3/r and BJ is the universal covering space of Z . This has the impor-

tant physical consequences3'4'6 that (1) images from a source in Z are pro-

duced by apparent rays in ff3, which are l i f t s of real rays in Z , and ( i i ) i f

sources are uniformly distributed in Zthen images wil l be uniformly distr ib-

uted in B3, and hence on the sky.

For illustration I have chosen as Z one of several orientable CWs con-

structed by Best10 P is a regular icosahedron, whose outer structure is

represented by the graph below. By Poincari's theorem i t generates the'honey-

comb' [ 3 , 5 , 3 ] , in Coxeter's notation11. The pairs of identified (or'glued1)

faces are those of the second l i s t of Best's Table 1 , except that I modified

two pairs into BFG —~KJH and iUED—— KlHt so that we fü-^Mtertex - to - vertex

correspondence In the identified faces: fl—• J£, P — J , etc.

The fundamental group f 1s given by Best 1n terms of generators and rela-

tions. Each of the generators a, b, ..., ht j, k has the geometric meaning

of a rigid notion that takes P Into an adjacent polyhedron, the common face

being previously Identified ones; for example, P r\e(P) • BFG > e(KJS). A ma-

tr ix representation of the generators» and hence of f , is obtained in terms
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of homogeneous Lorentz transformations12, because fl3 is Imbedded in Minkowski*
space as the hypersurface x2 * y2 + *2 - w2 • -1 (e.g., w = cosh x » where x
is a radial polar coordinate in if3). This formal connection with special rel-
ativity is related to the fact that the space of relative velocities also has
a hyperbolic metric structure13'14'15.

Let us look at the calculation of generator g, which takes face LJF to
face ABE. It is convenient to have the origin O of the coordinates at first
coincident with the center PQ of P. Then 0' - g(O) can also be obtained geo-
metrically, together with the other measures of F11. From this we obtain ma-
trix p, whose columns give the imbedding coordinates of points L, J, F> O,in
this order; and a similar matrix q for the points A, fl, Et 0*. Then we have
gp * q and g * qp'x. I write down matrix p, to three decimals, so that you
may infer the chosen orientation of the axes:

-1.351 ' .516
, -.982 -1.588

P ~ I
.835 .835

2.118 2.118
and the result:

2.753 -.447
O -.851

g ~ \ ~.3kl -.162 .585
2.570 -.510

3. MULTIPLE IMAGES OF THE GALAXY AT PQ FOR 1 AS ABOVE
Let the Galaxy be at the origin 0 * PQ as above. Then the images 0* under

the action of the generators and their Inverses are just the reflections of 0
on the faces. The length of 00' 1s 2 <p » 1.736 In the standard B3 metric do2,
the spacetime metric being da2 • a2(i))(do2- d if).

Suppose that a light ray left flat cosmic time i) « T U - 2 <p, in the di-
rection of the center of SsL In E this point is Identical to the center of
ABE, so the ray continues inwardly from the latter and reaches us at the pre-
sent time "HQ. Thus we see an Image of_ouv galaxy at 0' in the direction of
arrival of the ray. The light is redshifted just as 1f 0' were an independent
source and not a 'ghost1, as called by some authors''5 . Verification would
be difficult with the present means of observation, as emphasized by Ellis2'16.
Besides, in our illustrative example (here I always take A • 0 ) , the redshift
1s Z(O') • 6.44 for Q » 0.1, which 1s well above the largest observed quasar
redshift. But among the Infinite multitude of CHMs7 I expect to find some
with smaller dimensions, to provide smaller values of Z(o'), And we also
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expect to have better observational tecniques in the future.
For O at Pg we thus have twenty images of the Galaxy at coooving distance

1.736. Depending on the Galaxy's age we may have further layers of images,
produced by other elements of V .

The center PQ is an unlikely position for Earth, by the Copemican princi-
ple. Let our position 0 be the center of a new coordinate system. The coordi-
nates of O in the old system being X, 1, Z, Wt we perform a Lorentz transfor-
mation with the relative velocity fT replaced by (X/V, I/V, Z/W). The genera-
tors become a' • Q a Q ' \ etc., so the self-images of O are 0' • a'(O)% etc.,
with the image layers no longer on spherical shells. To give an example, let
O be at distance 0.25 from PQ in the «-direction. Then (T« (0, 0, tanh 0.25)
and the images in the first layer are at distances from 1.375 to 2.158, with
redshifts between 3.67 and 12.75 for Q * 0.1 - assuming, of course, that the
home galaxy was already here in these early times.

4. MULTIPLE IMAGES FOR OTHER CLOSED MODELS
For Einstein-de Sitter models { £2 « 1, a current favorite with elementa-

ry particle theorists) with closed topology, the space geometry is much sim-
pler than above3'9. An attempt is being made to interpret existing data in
terms of multiple Images, in the context of these cosmologies17.

FRW models with $2 > 1 seem at present unreasonable. But with Q * 2 and
the spherical dodecahedron space18 as 21 I obtained such realistic numbers (e.
g., Z(O') « 1.43) that I Intend to further investigate spherical cosmologies
of non-trivial topology.

The implications of these possibilities are great, both for testing
Einstein's theory of gravity and for the understanding of the structure and
evolution of our cosmos.
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